VOICE OF ALUMNI
In the world of Information
Technology, “It doesn’t matter if you
are a great solution provider, unless,
you can be able to sell your Solution”.
I learnt that as a student in RMK, but
put it into practice when I entered the
world of IT. I joined RMK
Engineering College as a novice
learner in the Department of Information Technology. Our
dedicated staffs focused on every aspect of the students from
Interpersonal Skills to Physical appearance and groomed us as
perfect professionals. Individual attention to students made me
realize my real potential. RMK starts teaching professional
values at a very early stage and most of us are reaping its
benefits in the Professional world. A unique quality about my
college and staff is, when I started performing, they kept raising
the bars but at the same time, provided me the support and
confidence to achieve my goals.
With the selfless efforts of our staffs, my college transformed
me, not just as a Solution Provider but also as a person capable
of selling the Solution effectively. I thank the management for
nurturing me as a thorough professional and making me shine
as an intellect. No matter where I go, what I achieve, I would be
always humbled to be an alumnus of RMK.

Engineering is not just a field;
it's a way of life. A way of life
in which discipline and
decorum
plays
a
very
important
role.
RMKEC
showed me that. When I
joined the college I never
understood the importance of
discipline, like every other
adolescent. But over the span of 4 years, RMKEC
not only quenched my thirst for the knowledge, but
also disciplined me.
I give my uttermost gratitude for the professors in
RMKEC as they have not only been my teachers but
also my mentors. Encouraging me to participate in
every opportunity, guiding me to improve, test and
prove my skills. Most of those opportunities are
now a shining jewel in my resume. The professors
not only quenched my knowledge thirst they also
showed how deep the engineering goes, leaving me
hungry for more knowledge, that eventually driving
me to pursue higher studies. I am proud to say that
I am RMKian.
Karthik Rajakumar T (2009 – 2013)
Software Development Engineer
Amazon, Seattle, USA.

Vijay Anandan M (2004-2008)
Associate Project Manager & Testing Solutions Architect,
Aspire Systems (India) Pvt. Ltd, Chennai

The first thing that I would like to
mention about our Department is the
concern the staff has for students. Right
from

day

one,

they

stressed

the

importance of getting placed in the
campus

recruitment

drive

and

encouraged us to work hard towards
achieving this goal. The teachers always motivated us to perform
better. I have never seen any teacher discouraging any student on
any issue. The Head of Department, in particular, always
encouraged us to do more. She held discussions with hostel
students at regular intervals and guided them through their
difficulties. The staff is also very forthcoming and students can
approach the teachers with whatever difficulties they face
regarding academics and placement at any time. The class
representatives meeting held every fortnight acts as a forum for
airing students' grievances. The value added classes like BEC also
helped us to survive the competition.
Ramprasath (2010 – 2014)

RMK Engineering College was a place
where I started to discover myself from
a different perspective. The days spent in
the campus helped in developing an allround personality and molded us into
dutiful citizens of our nation. It gave an
insight into what the society is, what is
demanded out of us – the technical
engineers in shaping the future of our nation, what ethics need
to be incorporated in our lives and in our profession and
ultimately it also gave us the sense of gratitude that urges to
return the society, at least a fraction what we have enjoyed from
it.
It is indeed a feeling of agony to realize that the stay in RMK is
over and we have joined the alumni club, because being a
student of RMK is what we have always rejoiced and taken
privilege of. I, on behalf of the 2014 batch and our seniors take
this opportunity to thank our institution for all that it has
bestowed upon us and all our faculty for guiding us all the way
round. We would like to request your guidance throughout our
life both in professional and personal aspects.

Software Developer,
Paycom, Dallas, USA

The beautiful thing about learning is that no one can take it away from you…

Sathiarekha K (2010 – 2014)
Software Engineer, L&T Infotech

